
People and Scenes - biblical, military and more

The foregoing are just examples from the 21 Stones in Investigation 2; both Stones in 

Investigation 3 have people/scene carvings and 19 Stones in Investigation 4: a total of 42 

Stones. Scenes of biblical stories are readily recognisable so are supportive of the theology of 

the Christian Cross. Warriors may commemorate battles and hunting scenes may celebrate the 

hunters' abilities.

With a focus on seeing if the Stones had mutually shared "belief" meanings from their symbols 

the people/scene category in "types of carved objects" could have been overlooked. Instead, 

by understanding what they meant (in no different a way to understanding symbols) there was 

an opportunity to assess if the people and scene carvings were relevant to any theology 

represented on the Stones - some of them did. From Investigations 2, 3 and 4 it appears that 

people alone, on horseback (for example) or in scenes (some biblical, some hunting) are only 

on Stones with Christian crosses. They are not on any Mithraic "only" or Celtic "only" Stones. 

It cannot be deduced that because these objects are on Stones which have Christian Crosses 

that the people/scene carvings are relevant to that theology. Aberlemno Church has a battle 

scene which some authors have suggested may be Dunnichen of 685; in the lower right of the 

reverse side of this slab a person is being attacked by what appears to be a crow. Nearby 

Aberlemno Roadside 2 has a hunting scene as well as the biblical story of David rending the 

jaws of the lion. Animals and birds on the Stone located at Elgin cathedral are not considered 

to represent any Celtic beliefs but a hunting scene. For Meigle 4 there is difficulty in deciding 

whether the people on horseback are part of  hunting scene or otherwise. 


